Fecha:

Thu, 27 Mar 2003 07:37:26 -0600

Para:

"jose barreto" <josearturobarreto@yahoo.com>

De:

"James W. Daniel" <daniel@mail.ma.utexas.edu>

Asunto:

Re: Saludos desde Barquisimeto Venezuela

Ver detalles de contacto

Thursday, March 27, 2003

It was good to hear from you after all these years. Best wishes on
your new old career.
I now run our actuarial program and so have been out of touch with
linear algebra books for a long time. [Noble's & mine is available in
a Spanish edition, by the way, from Prentice-Hall Hispanoamerica.]
The book by Gilbert Strang is highly regarded by some. Most people at
UT-Austin now use David Lay's "Linear algebra and its applications",
3rd edition, published by Addison-Wesley.
I believe Bob Gregory died several years ago after leaving UT for
Tennessee.
Best wishes.
Jim Daniel

Fecha:

Fri, 21 Feb 2003 07:24:19 -0500 (EST)

De:

"G. W. Stewart" <stewart@cs.umd.edu>

Para:

"jose barreto" <josearturobarreto@yahoo.com>

Asunto:

Re: I am happy to know that you are around

Ver detalles de contacto

It's nice to hear from a fellow veteran of UT Austin.
May I suggest that you look at the book Matrix Analysis
and Applied Linear Algebra by Carl D. Meyer (SIAM, Phildalphia, 2000).
Even it it's not suitable for your course, it should give you
lots of ideas.
Best regards,
Pete Stewart

De:

<gs@math.mit.edu>

Enviado el: Miércoles, 03 de Septiembre de 2003 09:43:11 a.m.
Para:

josearturobarreto@hotmail.com

CC:

gs@math.mit.edu

Asunto:

Re: Request of inform

Dear Professor Barreto,
It is a pleasure to be in contact with you about my linear
algebra
books. The earlier book Linear Algebra and Its Applications (1976
1980 1988)
was translated into Spanish and should be available -- the book is now
published
by Brooks/Cole/Wadsworth and they are more active (I could send an
email
contact if necessary). It was the 1980 version that was published in
1982 by
Fondo Educativo Interamericano.
My newer book Introduction to linear Algebra is the text at many
universities
and is connected to my websites web.mit.edu/18.06/www and MIT"s
ocw.mit.edu
(with videos of the whole course). You may know about MIT's
OpenCourseWare,
I get messages from all over the world. The 3rd edition was published
this year
(ISBN 09614088-98) by Wellesley-Cambridge Press and has not been
translated
to Spanish (German just appeared from Springer). I make the decisions
for this book, the press is a smaller one, and I wiould be happy if
the
possibility of a Spanish translation would develop.
I would be happy to know any ideas or suggestions.
beautiful subject.

Very best regards,

De:

It is a

Gilbert Strang

<gs@math.mit.edu>

Enviado el: Jueves, 04 de Septiembre de 2003 09:02:26 p.m.
Para:

josearturobarreto@hotmail.com

CC:

gs@math.mit.edu

Asunto:

Re: Request of information

Dear Professor Barreto,
Thank you for both messages safely received. I would be
happy
to send a free copy of the book to an address that you will suggest in
Miami,
to be sent on to you. That is a very interesting life story, and I am
happy
that you have come back to linear algebra.

I hope you will enjoy the book -- Jim Daniel mentioned that
Lay's
book and this one are probably two well known books (of many
candidates).
You are right that we would need close contact with a publisher of
mathematics books in Spanish -- I am always an optimist.

Very best regards,

Fecha:

Tue, 8 Feb 2005 16:37:32 -0500 (EST)

De:

"Cleve Moler" <moler@mathworks.com>

Para:

"jose barreto" <josearturobarreto@yahoo.com>

Asunto:

Re: I Need some advice in MatLab

Gilbert Strang

Ver detalles de contacto

Hello, Jose -Thanks for your interest in MATLAB, and for taking it to Barquisimeto.
In my judgement, the manuals available with MATLAB and from MathWorks
are a good place to start. (I helped to write some of them.)
Look for "Getting Started" in the MATLAB documentation or on the
MathWorks web site.
-- Cleve
Fecha:

Tue, 8 Feb 2005 16:38:36 -0500 (EST)

De:

"Cleve Moler" <moler@mathworks.com>

Para:

"jose barreto" <josearturobarreto@yahoo.com>

Asunto:

Re: I Need some advice in MatLab

Ver detalles de contacto

Hi, again -Also look in the "Books" section on our web page. There are over 750
books about MATLAB. Some of them are certainly in Spanish.
-- Cleve
Fecha:

Fri, 29 Apr 2005 10:31:12 -0700

Para:

"jose barreto" <josearturobarreto@yahoo.com>

De:

"Jose E. Castillo" <castillo@myth.sdsu.edu>

Asunto:

Re: Desde Barquisimeto Venezuela

Ver detalles de contacto

Estimado Jose
Gracias por el mensaje y por el articulo del impulso.
Creo que hay buenas oportuinidades de fomentr las matematicas applicadas en Venezuela y
la SVMAC (Sciedad Venezolana de Matematicas y Computationalles) es un buen vehiculo para
ello.
Agradezco mucho su disponibilidad para colaborar y ya lo contactaran para que se afilie y
colabore con nosotros.
Un Gran Saludo,
Jose Castillo
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